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Northland
The amazing story behind the greatest newspapermen to ever live—Joseph
Pulitzer and William Randolph Hearst—lies primarily hidden with their
reporters who were in the field. They risked their lives in Cuba as
the country grappled for independence simply to “get the story” and
write what were not always the most accurate accounts, but were
definitely the best—anything to sell papers. Reporters like Harry
Scovel, Stephen Crane, Cora Taylor, Richard Harding Davis, and James
Creelman, among others, put themselves in danger every day just for
the news. The Yellow Kids is an adventure story packed with engaging
characters, witticisms, humor, and adversity, to reveal that the
“yellow” found in journalism was often an extra ingredient applied by
editors and publishers in New York.

The Cold Vanish
A New York Times Notable Book of 2018 A devastating novel of multiple
narratives, “a mark of Neel Mukherjee’s range and force and ambition”
(New York Times Book Review). A State of Freedom wrests open the
central, defining events of our century: displacement and migration.
Five characters, in very different circumstances—from a domestic cook
in Mumbai to a vagrant and his dancing bear—find out the meanings of
dislocation and the desire to get more out of life.

Trespassing in God's Country
The members of the Eide family find themselves changed forever after
their elderly, demented patriarch runs into the wilderness of northern
Minnesota in an attempt to reenact a similar adventure sixty years
earlier.
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Don't Make Me Pull Over!
Americans tend to think of the Revolution as a Massachusetts-based
event orchestrated by Virginians, but in fact the war took place
mostly in the Middle Colonies—in New York and New Jersey and the parts
of Pennsylvania that on a clear day you can almost see from the Empire
State Building. In My American Revolution, Robert Sullivan delves into
this first Middle America, digging for a glorious, heroic part of the
past in the urban, suburban, and sometimes even rural landscape of
today. And there are great adventures along the way: Sullivan
investigates the true history of the crossing of the Delaware, its
down-home reenactment each year for the past half a century,
and—toward the end of a personal odyssey that involves camping in New
Jersey backyards, hiking through lost "mountains," and eventually some
physical therapy—he evacuates illegally from Brooklyn to Manhattan by
handmade boat. He recounts a Brooklyn historian's failed attempt to
memorialize a colonial Maryland regiment; a tattoo artist's more
successful use of a colonial submarine, which resulted in his 2007
arrest by the New York City police and the FBI; and the life of Philip
Freneau, the first (and not great) poet of American independence, who
died in a swamp in the snow. Last but not least, along New York
harbor, Sullivan re-creates an ancient signal beacon. Like an almanac,
My American Revolution moves through the calendar of American
independence, considering the weather and the tides, the harbor and
the estuary and the yearly return of the stars as salient factors in
the war for independence. In this fiercely individual and often
hilarious journey to make our revolution his, he shows us how alive
our own history is, right under our noses.

The Emerald Mile
Recommended by the New York Times Holiday Books Guide A quest to
rediscover America’s other border—the fascinating but little-known
northern one. America’s northern border is the world’s longest
international boundary, yet it remains obscure even to Americans. The
northern border was America’s primary border for centuries—much of the
early history of the United States took place there—and to the tens of
millions who live and work near the line, the region even has its own
name: the northland. Travel writer Porter Fox spent three years
exploring 4,000 miles of the border between Maine and Washington,
traveling by canoe, freighter, car, and foot. In Northland, he blends
a deeply reported and beautifully written story of the region’s
history with a riveting account of his travels. Setting out from the
easternmost point in the mainland United States, Fox follows explorer
Samuel de Champlain’s adventures across the Northeast; recounts the
rise and fall of the timber, iron, and rail industries; crosses the
Great Lakes on a freighter; tracks America’s fur traders through the
Boundary Waters; and traces the forty-ninth parallel from Minnesota to
the Pacific Ocean. Fox, who grew up the son of a boat-builder in
Maine’s northland, packs his narrative with colorful characters
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(Captain Meriwether Lewis, railroad tycoon James J. Hill, Chief Red
Cloud of the Lakota Sioux) and extraordinary landscapes (Glacier
National Park, the Northwest Angle, Washington’s North Cascades). He
weaves in his encounters with residents, border guards, Indian
activists, and militia leaders to give a dynamic portrait of the
northland today, wracked by climate change, water wars, oil booms, and
border security.

The Death and Life of the Great Lakes
A State of Freedom: A Novel
An award-winning Outside magazine writer documents the 1983 Colorado
River flood that threatened the region with a catastrophic dam failure
and prompted oarsman Kenton Grua's near-suicidal effort to navigate
the turbulent waters of the Emerald Mile on a small wooden dory to
achieve a world speed record.

Stone Spring
National Bestseller With his unique blend of intrepidity, tongue-incheek humor, and wide-eyed wonder, Ian Frazier takes us on a journey
of more than 25,000 miles up and down and across the vast and mythinspiring Great Plains. A travelogue, a work of scholarship, and a
western adventure, Great Plains takes us from the site of Sitting
Bull's cabin, to an abandoned house once terrorized by Bonnie and
Clyde, to the scene of the murders chronicled in Truman Capote's In
Cold Blood. It is an expedition that reveals the heart of the American
West.

Horizon
"From the author of the acclaimedI Am Having So Much Fun Here Without
You, a satirical and moving novel in the spirit of Maria Semple and
Jess Walter about a New York City trend forecaster who finds herself
wanting to overturn her own predictions, move away from technology,
and reclaim her heart. Sloane Jacobsen is the most powerful trend
forecaster in the world (she was the foreseer of "the swipe"), and
global fashion, lifestyle, and tech companies pay to hear her opinions
about the future. Her recent forecasts on the family are unwavering:
the world is over-populated, and with unemployment, college costs, and
food prices all on the rise, having children is an extravagant
indulgence. So it's no surprise when the tech giant Mammoth hires
Sloane to lead their groundbreaking annual conference, celebrating the
voluntarily childless. But not far into her contract, Sloane begins to
sense the undeniable signs of a movement against electronics that will
see people embracing compassion, empathy, and "in-personism" again.
She's struggling with the fact that her predictions are hopelessly out
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of sync with her employer's mission and that her closest personal
relationship is with her self-driving car when her partner, the French
"neo-sensualist" Roman Bellard, reveals that he is about to publish an
op-ed on the death of penetrative sex--a post-sexual treatise that
instantly goes viral. Despite the risks to her professional
reputation, Sloane is nevertheless convinced that her instincts are
the right ones, and goes on a quest to defend real life human
interaction, while finally allowing in the love and connectedness
she's long been denying herself. A poignant and amusing call to arms
that showcases her signature biting wit and keen eye, celebrated
novelist Courtney Maum's new book is a moving investigation into what
it means to be an individual in a globalized world"--

In Defense of Gun Control
In Atlas of a Lost World, Craig Childs upends our notions of where
these people came from and who they were. How they got here,
persevered, and ultimately thrived is a story that resonates from the
Pleistocene to our modern era. The lower sea levels of the Ice Age
exposed a vast land bridge between Asia and North America, but the
land bridge was not the only way across. Different people arrived from
different directions, and not all at the same time. The first
explorers of the New World were few, their encampments fleeting. The
continent they reached had no people but was inhabited by megafaunamastodons, giant bears, mammoths, saber-toothed cats, five-hundredpound panthers, enormous bison, and sloths that stood one story tall.
The first people were hunters-Paleolithic spear points are still
encrusted with the proteins of their prey-but they were wildly
outnumbered and many would themselves have been prey to the much
larger animals. Atlas of a Lost World chronicles the last millennia of
the Ice Age, the violent oscillations and retreat of glaciers, the
clues and traces that document the first encounters of early humans,
and the animals whose presence governed the humans' chances for
survival. A blend of science and personal narrative reveals how much
has changed since the time of mammoth hunters, and how little. Across
unexplored landscapes yet to be peopled, readers will see the Ice Age,
and their own age, in a whole new light.

The White Cascade
“A richly observant memoir of a coast-to-coast journey along the USCanada border . . . An armchair traveler’s delight” (Kirkus Reviews).
“Part travelogue, part memoir, part meditation, part exploration,”
North Country is an account of a trip along the northern border of the
United States in search of the country’s last unspoiled frontiers (The
Boston Sunday Globe). In this vast, sparsely settled territory, Howard
Frank Mosher found both a harsh and beautiful landscape and some of
the continent’s most independent men and women. Here, he brings this
remote area to vivid life in a book “bright with anecdote and history
and lore and most importantly with affection for his human subjects”
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(Richard Ford, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Independence Day). “A
classic road book. You could, with confidence, place this book on the
shelf next to such American classics as John Steinbeck’s Travels with
Charley and Jonathan Raban’s Old Glory.” —Detroit Free Press “What
Mosher’s northern journey is really about is our society’s loss of
Eden, the garden we were promised when we came here. The garden we’ve
turned into pulp fiction and rocket ranges. The very fact that this
brave book can stir up so many thoughts about the predicaments of
civilization is surely an indication that it is well worth reading.”
—Ottawa Citizen

Living in the Anthropocene
Selected by The New York Times Book Review as a Notable Book of the
Year A revelatory tale of science, adventure, and modern myth. When
the writer Donovan Hohn heard of the mysterious loss of thousands of
bath toys at sea, he figured he would interview a few oceanographers,
talk to a few beachcombers, and read up on Arctic science and
geography. But questions can be like ocean currents: wade in too far,
and they carry you away. Hohn's accidental odyssey pulls him into the
secretive world of shipping conglomerates, the daring work of Arctic
researchers, the lunatic risks of maverick sailors, and the shadowy
world of Chinese toy factories. Moby-Duck is a journey into the heart
of the sea and an adventure through science, myth, the global economy,
and some of the worst weather imaginable. With each new discovery,
Hohn learns of another loose thread, and with each successive chase,
he comes closer to understanding where his castaway quarry comes from
and where it goes. In the grand tradition of Tony Horwitz and David
Quammen, Moby-Duck is a compulsively readable narrative of whimsy and
curiosity.

Moby-Duck
New York Times Bestseller Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize
Winner of the J. Anthony Lukas Award "Nimbly splices together history,
science, reporting and personal experiences into a taut and cautiously
hopeful narrative.… Egan’s book is bursting with life (and yes,
death)." —Robert Moor, New York Times Book Review The Great
Lakes—Erie, Huron, Michigan, Ontario, and Superior—hold 20 percent of
the world’s supply of surface fresh water and provide sustenance,
work, and recreation for tens of millions of Americans. But they are
under threat as never before, and their problems are spreading across
the continent. The Death and Life of the Great Lakes is prize-winning
reporter Dan Egan’s compulsively readable portrait of an ecological
catastrophe happening right before our eyes, blending the epic story
of the lakes with an examination of the perils they face and the ways
we can restore and preserve them for generations to come.

The God of Skiing
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A quest to rediscover America's other border--the fascinating but
little-known northern one.

Lady Long Rider
“You’ll never understand America until you’ve driven Route 66—that’s
old Route 66—all the way,” a truck driver in California once said to
author Rick Antonson. “It’s the most famous highway in the world.”
With some determination, grit, and a good sense of direction, one can
still find and drive on 90 percent of the original Route 66 today.
This travelogue follows Rick and his travel companion Peter along
2,400 miles through eight states from Chicago to Los Angeles as they
discover the old Route 66. With surprising and obscure stories about
Route 66 personalities like Woody Guthrie, John Steinbeck, Al Capone,
Salvador Dali, Dorothea Lange, Cyrus Avery (the Father of Route 66),
the Harvey Girls, Mickey Mantle, and Bobby Troup (songwriter of “(Get
Your Kicks on) Route 66”), Antonson’s fresh perspective reads like an
easy drive down a forgotten road: winding, stopping now and then to
mingle with the locals and reminisce about times gone by, and then
getting stuck in the mud, sucked into its charms. Rick mixes hilarious
anecdotes of happenstance travel with the route’s difficult history,
its rise and fall in popularity, and above all, its place in legend.
The author has committed part of his book’s proceeds to the
preservation work of the National Route 66 Federation.

The Pedagogy of Pathologization
-

Deep
Présentation de l'éditeur : "Nearly half of all privately owned
firearms in the world are in American hands. The U.S. homicide rate is
6 times higher than the average of all developed countries, and more
than three times higher than any individual country. Half of all
homicides are committed with a firearm. Gun advocates claim that the
high rate of private gun ownership does not contribute to this; some
even argue that murder rates would be lower if only more people
carried guns to defend themselves. Pro gun control advocates find the
correlation between number of guns and gun violence an obvious one and that it should be the starting point for discussion about gun
control. Both sides think their cases are strong, and have created a
political stalemate. Can the truth of these views be evaluated
rationally and dispassionately? Hugh Lafollette argues the gun control
debate is more complex than advocates on either side acknowledge. It
requires resolving moral and legal questions about the nature of and
limitations on rights, as well as the responsibility of government to
protect citizens from risk. It requires assessing claims about the
right to bear arms, as well as the right to be secure from harm caused
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by guns. Empirical findings must be considered-about the role of guns
in causing harm, the degree to which private ownership of guns can
protect innocent civilians from attacks by criminals, whether the
government should be constrained by a well-armed citizenry, and the
degree to which laws seriously limiting access to guns can be
effectively enforced. Lafollette carefully sorts through all these
conceptual, moral, and empirical claims. He concludes that all things
considered, the U.S. does need more gun control than we have. He then
proposes an indirect strategy for decreasing harm from firearmsrequiring all gun owners to have liability insurance (something the
NRA actually encourages) similar to that of car owners. Lafollette
argues that this approach could reduce gun violence without the
problem of government intrusion. Painstakingly fair and historically
informed, the book is mainly designed for use in applied ethics and
public policy courses, showcasing how one might approach a difficult
topic with care and even-handedness in order to construct a rational
argument. In Defense of Gun Control sorts through the conceptual,
moral, and empirical claims to fairly assess arguments for and against
serious gun control."

Atlas of a Lost World
***NATIONAL BEST SELLER*** A vivid, surprising portrait of the civic
and economic reinvention taking place in America, town by town and
generally out of view of the national media. A realistically positive
and provocative view of the country between its coasts. For the last
five years, James and Deborah Fallows have been traveling across
America in a single-engine prop airplane. Visiting dozens of towns,
they have met hundreds of civic leaders, workers, immigrants,
educators, environmentalists, artists, public servants, librarians,
business people, city planners, students, and entrepreneurs to take
the pulse and understand the prospects of places that usually draw
notice only after a disaster or during a political campaign. The
America they saw is acutely conscious of its problems—from economic
dislocation to the opioid scourge—but itis also crafting solutions,
with a practical-minded determination at dramatic odds with the bitter
paralysis of national politics. At times of dysfunction on a national
level, reform possibilities have often arisen from the local level.
The Fallowses describe America in the middle of one of these creative
waves. Their view of the country is as complex and contradictory as
America itself, but it also reflects the energy, the generosity and
compassion, the dreams, and the determination of many who are in the
midst of making things better. Our Towns is the story of their
journey—and an account of a country busy remaking itself.

Our Towns
Thousands of years in the distant past, when the British Isles are
linked to Europe by a vast plain called Northland, a member of a tribe
of simple hunter-gatherers meets a traveler from a distant walled city
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called Jericho.

Travels in Siberia
In 1789, Alexander Mackenzie traveled 1200 miles on the immense river
in Canada that now bears his name, in search of the fabled Northwest
Passage that had eluded mariners for hundreds of years. In 2016, the
acclaimed memoirist Brian Castner retraced Mackenzie's route by canoe
in a grueling journey -- and discovered the Passage he could not find.
Disappointment River is a dual historical narrative and travel memoir
that at once transports readers back to the heroic age of North
American exploration and places them in a still rugged but
increasingly fragile Arctic wilderness in the process of profound
alteration by the dual forces of globalization and climate change.
Fourteen years before Lewis and Clark, Mackenzie set off to cross the
continent of North America with a team of voyageurs and Chipewyan
guides, to find a trade route to the riches of the East. What he found
was a river that he named "Disappointment." Mackenzie died thinking he
had failed. He was wrong. In this book, Brian Castner not only retells
the story of Mackenzie's epic voyages in vivid prose, he personally
retraces his travels, battling exhaustion, exposure, mosquitoes, white
water rapids and the threat of bears. He transports readers to a world
rarely glimpsed in the media, of tar sands, thawing permafrost, remote
indigenous villages and, at the end, a wide open Arctic Ocean that
could become a far-northern Mississippi of barges and pipelines and
oil money.

Route 66 Still Kicks
From an adventurous and discerning new voice reminiscent of Robert
Macfarlane, a captivating portrait of a community eking out its living
in a coastal landscape as stark and storied as it is beautiful. Before
arriving in Newlyn, a Cornish fishing village at the end of the
railway line, Lamorna Ash was told that no fisherman would want a girl
joining an expedition. Weeks later, the only female on board a trawler
called the Filadelfia, she is heading out to sea with the dome of the
sky above and the black waves below. Newlyn is a town of dramatic
cliffs, crashing tides, and hardcore career fishermen-complex and
difficult heroes who slowly open up to Ash about their lives and
frustrations, first in the condensed space of the boat, and then in
the rough pubs ashore. Determined to know the community on its own
terms, Ash lodges in a spare room by the harbor and lets the village
wash over her in all of its clamoring unruliness, thumping machinery,
and tangled nets-its history, dialect, and centuries-old industry.
Moving between Ash's surprising, transformational journey aboard the
Filadelfia and her astute observations of Newlyn's landscape and
people, Dark, Salt, Clear is an assured work of indelible characters
and a multilayered travelogue through a landscape both lovely and
merciless. Ash's adventurous glint, her delicate observations, and her
willingness to get under the skin of a place call to mind the work of
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Annie Dillard, Barry Lopez, and Robert Macfarlane. This is an
evocative journey and a fiercely auspicious debut.

The Source
From New York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas comes the story of
a Confederate widow looking to start her life over and the Yankee
captain on a mission to uncover dark secrets still lurking in the
South after the war. Maggie, born and bred in Texas, has inherited a
sprawling house that sits atop untold secrets. Grayson, hell-bent on
hunting down traitors, is the last thing she expected to find. Can
their passion and love overcome the many deceptions and deceits as
they both try to rebuild in the aftermath of a war that torn a country
apart?

Remembering Lubec
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: THE NEW YORK TIMES • NPR • THE
GUARDIAN From pole to pole and across decades of lived experience,
National Book Award-winning author Barry Lopez delivers his most farranging, yet personal, work to date. Horizon moves indelibly,
immersively, through the author’s travels to six regions of the world:
from Western Oregon to the High Arctic; from the Galápagos to the
Kenyan desert; from Botany Bay in Australia to finally, unforgettably,
the ice shelves of Antarctica. Along the way, Lopez probes the long
history of humanity’s thirst for exploration, including the
prehistoric peoples who trekked across Skraeling Island in northern
Canada, the colonialists who plundered Central Africa, an
enlightenment-era Englishman who sailed the Pacific, a Native American
emissary who found his way into isolationist Japan, and today’s
ecotourists in the tropics. And always, throughout his journeys to
some of the hottest, coldest, and most desolate places on the globe,
Lopez searches for meaning and purpose in a broken world.

Four Days with Kenny Tedford
North Country
"Thrilling, tender, utterly absorbing . . . Every chapter shimmered
with truth. It's an unforgettable debut." --Cheryl Strayed From travel
writer Jedidiah Jenkins comes a long-awaited memoir of adventure,
struggle, and lessons learned while bicycling the 14,000 miles from
Oregon to Patagonia. On the eve of turning thirty, terrified of being
funneled into a life he didn't choose, Jedidiah Jenkins quit his dream
job and spent the next sixteen months cycling from Oregon to
Patagonia. He chronicled the trip on Instagram, where his photos and
profound reflections on life soon attracted hundreds of thousands of
followers and got him featured by National Geographic and The Paris
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Review. In this unflinchingly honest memoir, Jed narrates the
adventure that started it all: the people and places he encountered on
his way to the bottom of the world, and the internal journey that
prompted it. As he traverses cities, mountains, and inner boundaries,
Jenkins grapples with the questions of what it means to be an adult,
his struggle to reconcile his sexual identity with his conservative
Christian upbringing, and his belief in travel as a way to "wake us
up" to life back home. A soul-stirring read for the wanderer in each
of us, To Shake the Sleeping Self is an unforgettable reflection on
adventure, identity, and a life lived without regret.

Disappointment River
A treasure trove of fascinating trivia about the city that never
sleeps Did you know: • Grand Central Terminal is the largest railway
station in the world. • Columbus Circle is the point from which all
official distances to and from New York are measured • When Queen
Elizabeth II visited Trinity Church in 1976, she was presented with
279 peppercorns in back rent • Macy’s owns almost a full city
block…but not the real estate its famous sign featuring its signature
red bag is on. Take a delightful journey from the bottom of the island
of Manhattan to the top and discover extraordinary facts about New
York along the way. You’ll find yourself saying, “I never knew that
about New York!” From the Trade Paperback edition.

Northland: A 4,000-Mile Journey Along America's Forgotten
Border
A handbook of survival and warfare for the citizens of Woodstock
Nation A classic of counterculture literature and one of the most
influential--and controversial--documents of the twentieth century,
Steal This Book is as valuable today as the day it was published. It
has been in print continuously for more than four decades, and it has
educated and inspired countless thousands of young activists.
Conceived as an instruction manual for radical social change, Steal
This Book is divided into three sections--Survive! Fight! and
Liberate! Ever wonder how to start a guerilla radio station? Or maybe
you want to brush up on your shoplifting techniques. Perhaps you're
just looking for the best free entertainment in New York City. (The
Frick Collection--"Great when you're stoned.") Packed with
information, advice, and Abbie's unique outlaw wisdom ("Avoid all
needle drugs--the only dope worth shooting is Richard Nixon."), Steal
This Book is a timeless reminder that, no matter what the struggle,
freedom is always worth fighting for. "All Power to the Imagination
was his credo. Abbie was the best."--Studs Terkel

Steal This Book
For over two centuries, many a helmsman felt a surge of deliverance
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upon first spotting the Quoddy Lighthouse, guardian of the easternmost
point of the United States. During the foggy summer months, residents
of Lubec take comfort in the symphony of tolling bells and crashing
surf along the rocky Maine coast, where Native Americans once hunted
seals and generations of fishermen tugged their boats ashore. In this
collection of articles, historian Ronald Pesha revives the events and
people of Lubec's past, uncovering stories such as the eighteenthcentury naval hero and founder of the U.S. Coast Guard, Hopley Yeaton,
and the nineteenth-century Lubec signature quilt. From the Quoddy
Belle's California gold mine expedition to the colorful history of the
Fuzzy Wuzzy Cat Food house, these tales from Lubec history will
delight all readers.

My American Revolution
George Theriault has been flying in northern Canada since the summer
of 1934. When he established his own air service in in 1954, his
skills as a bush pilot and sportsman made him one of the most popular
outfitters in northern Ontario. This series of stories chronicles his
many adventures from Alaska to Labrador, including seal and whale
hunting with native people. .

To Shake the Sleeping Self
In his stunning first book, veteran ski writer Porter Fox captures the
8,000-year-old sport of skiing, the miracle of snow and the shocking
truth of how climate change could wipe out both in the next 75 years.
The narrative follows the unlikely rise of skiing from prehistoric
Norwegian hunters to nobility in the Alps in the 1800s to present-day
freeriders on the vaunted slopes of the Rocky Mountains. On his global
tour of the most celebrated mountains in the Northern Hemisphere?from
Washington?s Cascade Range to the European Alps?Fox talks to alpinists
about the allure and mysticism of the sport and to scientists about
climate change and its effect on snow?ultimately finding a story that
is far larger than the demise of skiing.

Tip of the Iceberg
A Dazzling Russian travelogue from the bestselling author of Great
Plains In his astonishing new work, Ian Frazier, one of our greatest
and most entertaining storytellers, trains his perceptive, generous
eye on Siberia, the storied expanse of Asiatic Russia whose grim
renown is but one explanation among hundreds for the region's
fascinating, enduring appeal. In Travels in Siberia, Frazier reveals
Siberia's role in history—its science, economics, and politics—with
great passion and enthusiasm, ensuring that we'll never think about it
in the same way again. With great empathy and epic sweep, Frazier
tells the stories of Siberia's most famous exiles, from the wellknown—Dostoyevsky, Lenin (twice), Stalin (numerous times)—to the
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lesser known (like Natalie Lopukhin, banished by the empress for
copying her dresses) to those who experienced unimaginable suffering
in Siberian camps under the Soviet regime, forever immortalized by
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in The Gulag Archipelago. Travels in Siberia is
also a unique chronicle of Russia since the end of the Soviet Union, a
personal account of adventures among Russian friends and
acquaintances, and, above all, a unique, captivating, totally
Frazierian take on what he calls the "amazingness" of Russia—a country
that, for all its tragic history, somehow still manages to be funny.
Travels in Siberia will undoubtedly take its place as one of the
twenty-first century's indispensable contributions to the travelwriting genre.

Dakota Attitude
For readers of Jon Krakauer and Douglas Preston, the critically
acclaimed author and journalist Jon Billman's fascinating, in-depth
look at people who vanish in the wilderness without a trace and those
eccentric, determined characters who try to find them. These are the
stories that defy conventional logic. The proverbial vanished without
a trace incidences, which happen a lot more (and a lot closer to your
backyard) than almost anyone thinks. These are the missing whose
situations are the hardest on loved ones left behind. The cases that
are an embarrassment for park superintendents, rangers and law
enforcement charged with Search & Rescue. The ones that baffle the
volunteers who comb the mountains, woods and badlands. The stories
that should give you pause every time you venture outdoors. Through
Jacob Gray's disappearance in Olympic National Park, and his father
Randy Gray who left his life to search for him, we will learn about
what happens when someone goes missing. Braided around the core will
be the stories of the characters who fill the vacuum created by a
vanished human being. We'll meet eccentric bloodhound-handler Duff and
R.C., his flagship purebred, who began trailing with the family dog
after his brother vanished in the San Gabriel Mountains. And there's
Michael Neiger North America's foremost backcountry Search & Rescue
expert and self-described "bushman" obsessed with missing persons. And
top researcher of persons missing on public wildlands Ex-San Jose,
California detective David Paulides who is also one of the world's
foremost Bigfoot researchers. It's a tricky thing to write about
missing persons because the story is the absence of someone. A void.
The person at the heart of the story is thinner than a smoke ring,
invisible as someone else's memory. The bones you dig up are most
often metaphorical. While much of the book will embrace memory and
faulty memory -- history -- The Cold Vanish is at its core a story of
now and tomorrow. Someone will vanish in the wild tomorrow. These are
the people who will go looking.

Wintering
The never-before-told story of one of the worst rail disasters in U.S.
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history in which two trains full of people, trapped high in the
Cascade Mountains, are hit by a devastating avalanche In February
1910, a monstrous blizzard centered on Washington State hit the
Northwest, breaking records. The world stopped—but nowhere was the
danger more terrifying than near a tiny town called Wellington,
perched high in the Cascade Mountains, where a desperate situation
evolved minute by minute: two trainloads of cold, hungry passengers
and their crews found themselves marooned without escape, their
railcars gradually being buried in the rising drifts. For days, an
army of the Great Northern Railroad's most dedicated men—led by the
line's legendarily courageous superintendent, James O'Neill—worked
round-the-clock to rescue the trains. But the storm was unrelenting,
and to the passenger's great anxiety, the railcars—their only
shelter—were parked precariously on the edge of a steep ravine. As the
days passed, food and coal supplies dwindled. Panic and rage set in as
snow accumulated deeper and deeper on the cliffs overhanging the
trains. Finally, just when escape seemed possible, the unthinkable
occurred: the earth shifted and a colossal avalanche tumbled from the
high pinnacles, sweeping the trains and their sleeping passengers over
the steep slope and down the mountainside. Centered on the astonishing
spectacle of our nation's deadliest avalanche, Gary Krist's The White
Cascade is the masterfully told story of a supremely dramatic and
never-before-documented American tragedy. An adventure saga filled
with colorful and engaging history, this is epic narrative
storytelling at its finest.

Dark, Salt, Clear
A memoir of heartbreak, thousand-mile races, the endless Alaskan
wilderness and many, many dogs from one of only a handful of women to
have completed both the Yukon Quest and the Iditarod. In 2009, after a
crippling divorce that left her heartbroken and directionless, Kristin
decided to accept an offer to live at a friend's cabin outside of
Denali National Park in Alaska for a few months. In exchange for
housing, she would take care of her friend's eight sled dogs. That
winter, she learned that she was tougher than she ever knew. She
learned how to survive in one of the most remote places on earth and
she learned she was strong enough to be alone. She fell in love twice:
first with running sled dogs, and then with Andy, a gentle man who had
himself moved to Alaska to heal a broken heart. Kristin and Andy
married and started a sled dog kennel. While this work was enormously
satisfying, Kristin became determined to complete the Iditarod -- the
1,000-mile dogsled race from Anchorage, in south central Alaska, to
Nome on the western Bering Sea coast. THIS MUCH COUNTRY is the story
of renewal and transformation. It's about journeying across a wild and
unpredictable landscape and finding inner peace, courage and a true
home. It's about pushing boundaries and overcoming paralyzing fears.
"THIS MUCH COUNTRY is the next best thing to stepping on the runners
of your own dogsled. A gorgeous, intimate story of wildness and
belonging."--Blair Braverman, author of Welcome to the Goddamn Ice
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Great Plains
“A lighthearted, entertaining trip down Memory Lane” (Kirkus Reviews),
Don’t Make Me Pull Over! offers a nostalgic look at the golden age of
family road trips—before portable DVD players, smartphones, and Google
Maps. The birth of America’s first interstate highways in the 1950s
hit the gas pedal on the road trip phenomenon and families were soon
streaming—sans seatbelts!—to a range of sometimes stirring, sometimes
wacky locations. In the days before cheap air travel, families didn’t
so much take vacations as survive them. Between home and destination
lay thousands of miles and dozens of annoyances, and with his family
Richard Ratay experienced all of them—from being crowded into the
backseat with noogie-happy older brothers, to picking out a souvenir
only to find that a better one might have been had at the next
attraction, to dealing with a dad who didn’t believe in bathroom
breaks. Now, decades later, Ratay offers “an amiable guide…fun and
informative” (New York Newsday) that “goes down like a cold lemonade
on a hot summer’s day” (The Wall Street Journal). In hundreds of
amusing ways, he reminds us of what once made the Great American
Family Road Trip so great, including twenty-foot “land yachts,” oasislike Holiday Inn “Holidomes,” “Smokey”-spotting Fuzzbusters, twentyeight glorious flavors of Howard Johnson’s ice cream, and the thrill
of finding a “good buddy” on the CB radio. An “informative, often
hilarious family narrative [that] perfectly captures the love-hate
relationship many have with road trips” (Publishers Weekly), Don’t
Make Me Pull Over! reveals how the family road trip came to be, how
its evolution mirrored the country’s, and why those magical journeys
that once brought families together—for better and worse—have largely
disappeared.

Touch
"Kenny Tedford is a charming combination of Helen Keller and Forrest
Gump that includes deafness, blindness, an inability to speak clearly
until the age of ten, and mental challenges that give him the same
child-like innocence that made Gump so lovable. Despite his cognitive
impairment, Kenny is a masterful storyteller; he is one of only two
deaf people in the world with a master's degree in storytelling, which
he earned at the age of fifty-five, almost half a century after being
told by teachers and psychologists that he would never complete the
third grade, and never work in any field other than menial labor"--

This Much Country
WINNER OF THE 2018 NATIONAL WOMEN'S STUDIES ASSOCIATION ALISON
PIEPMEIER BOOK PRIZE Linking powerful first-person narratives with
structural analysis, The Pedagogy of Pathologization explores the
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construction of criminal identities in schools via the intersections
of race, disability, and gender. amid the prevalence of targeted mass
incarceration. Focusing uniquely on the pathologization of female
students of color, whose voices are frequently engulfed by labels of
deviance and disability, a distinct and underrepresented experience of
the school-to-prison pipeline is detailed through original qualitative
methods rooted in authentic narratives. The book’s DisCrit framework,
grounded in interdisciplinary research, draws on scholarship from
critical race theory, disability studies, education, women’s and
girl’s studies, legal studies, and more.

The Yellow Kids
How rivers have shaped American politics, economics, and society from
the beginnings of the Republic to today.

Prairie Song
Explores the causes and implications of the Anthropocene, or Age of
Humans, from multiple points of view including anthropological,
scientific, social, artistic, and economic. Although we arrived only
recently in Earth's timeline, humans are driving major changes to the
planet's ecosystems. Even now, the basic requirements for human
life--air, water, shelter, food, nature, and culture--are rapidly
transforming the planet as billions of people compete for resources.
These changes have become so noticeable on a global scale that
scientists believe we are living in a new chapter in Earth's story:
the Anthropocene, or Age of Humans. Living in the Anthropocene: Earth
in the Age of Humans is a vital look at this era. The book
contextualizes the Anthropocene by presenting paleontological,
historical, and contemporary views of various human effects on Earth.
It discusses environmental and biological systems that have been
changed and affected; the causes of the Anthropocene, such as
agricultural spread, pollution, and urbanization; how societies are
responding and adapting to these changes; how these changes have been
represented in art, film, television, and literature; and finally,
offers a look toward the future of our environment and our own lives.

I Never Knew That About New York
From the acclaimed, bestselling author of Turn Right at Machu Picchu,
a fascinating, wild, and wonder-filled journey into Alaska, America's
last frontier In 1899, railroad magnate Edward H. Harriman organized a
most unusual summer voyage to the wilds of Alaska: He converted a
steamship into a luxury "floating university," populated by some of
America's best and brightest scientists and writers, including the
anti-capitalist eco-prophet John Muir. Those aboard encountered a land
of immeasurable beauty and impending environmental calamity. More than
a hundred years later, Alaska is still America's most sublime
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wilderness, both the lure that draws one million tourists annually on
Inside Passage cruises and as a natural resources larder waiting to be
raided. As ever, it remains a magnet for weirdos and dreamers. Armed
with Dramamine and an industrial-strength mosquito net, Mark Adams
sets out to retrace the 1899 expedition. Traveling town to town by
water, Adams ventures three thousand miles north through Wrangell,
Juneau, and Glacier Bay, then continues west into the colder and
stranger regions of the Aleutians and the Arctic Circle. Along the
way, he encounters dozens of unusual characters (and a couple of very
hungry bears) and investigates how lessons learned in 1899 might
relate to Alaska's current struggles in adapting to the pressures of a
changing climate and world.
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